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Democracy is a system of government which was held from the people, by the people and for the people. Democratic system of government and the supreme power in the hands of the people. Democratization in Indonesia starting from the village level or genuine autonomy. The implementation of democracy in the implementation of village government can be seen from the implementation in making the village regulation involving village government, BPK and the community.

One of the village regulations made in Sidoarjo village is village Regulation of Budget Village in 2011, as a form of implementation of democratization principles in village level. But the reality is that some sources state that in 2011 APBK preparation process that occurs in the process of governance in the village of Sidoarjo allegedly does not optimal yet in applying the principles of democratization. Less optimalization of democratization due to the lack of people participation and there are many public figures who are not involved in the preparation of APBK. What Factors Indicate the Less Optimalization of Democratization in Developing village regulation About APBK in 2011 in Sidoarjo village Blambangan Umpu Sub-District Way Kanan Regency?
The purpose of this study is to find out the Factors causing the Less Optimalization of Democratization in making of village regulation About APBK in 2011 in Sidoarjo village Blambangan Umpu Sub-District Way Kanan Regency. The method used in this research is descriptive qualitative research method. Overall data in this study was obtained through in-depth interviews and documentation.

The results of this study showed that the factors that cause the less optimalization of democratization in making of APBK in Sidoarjo village due to the lack of participation of the community besides that there is a poor cooperation or coordination between the village government and BPH also the heads of villages resulted many people who were not involved in the discussion. Besides the lack of participation and last control from public cause the discussion was dominated by the village government and BPK.
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